
Ewe Lift ATV Trailer 5′ x 4′ 

 
Product Overview: 

Introducing the new Paton Ewe Lift ATV Trailer, designed to eliminate the backbreaking strain of looking after your 

flock and your calves. 

The Ewe Lift is designed with drop stubs allowing the wheels to pivot away from the chassis allowing the trailer deck 

to lower to ground level. This action makes it considerably easier to manage mismothering ewes with lambs or cast 

sheep into the trailer since there is no need to physically lift the animal. With the deck at ground level, simply shuffle 

or drag the animal into the trailer. 

The trailer is lowered and raised via use of the lifting arm or using the winch attached to the drawbar. The 1200lb 

winch allows even the heaviest ewes to be raised with ease and we’re confident that any member of your team or 

family will be able to use the Ewe Lift when loaded. 

The Ewe Lift is all about easy access and the trailer features a rear slide gate that opens the full width of the unit and 

a handy internal gate is fitted to divide stock when required.To shelter animals within the trailer from wind and mud 

the front panel is sheeted, providing some protection from the elements for your stock. 

With quality ATV tyres and a 50mm ATV specific tow hitch fitted coupled with the entire unit being built from 

galvanised steel/sheet with a gal dipped floor, the Ewe Lift is built strong to last long. 

Save your back for sinking into your favourite couch and let the Ewe Lift do the hard work for you. Put one of these 

game changing ATV Trailers to the test today. 

 

 

Unit Dimensions: 

 Length (inc drawbar): 3425mm 

 Width: 1850mm 

 Height: 1400mm 

 Stock Crate Height: 780mm 

 

 

 

50 Leather Street Breakwater, Geelong 3219 PH: (03) 5248 8373 Fax: (03) 5248 8717 

Website: www.paton.net.au  

 

Product Code TRATVUL5X4G 

RRP $2,880.00 INC GST  


